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ABSTRACT

The aim of this study is the assessment of young samba dancers biological maturation process and its relationship with socioeconomic stratum, growth and body composition, emphasizing both the development during adolescence comprising infancy and adulthood and the several intermediate stages through a collection of the ordinary used parameters. With this purpose, sexual maturation was assessed as well as its most important physical and social signs. The authors assessed 118 girls aged between 9 and 16 years attending the samba school of Nilópolis. The variables used to determine some characteristics of the maturational development were: axillary hair, menarcheal age through retrospective method and status quo, pubic hair and genital development using Tanner protocol. According to the results presented, it seems that: the mean age of menarche is similar to other samples, although lower; socioeconomic level and familiar income seem not to interfere neither in the number of the girls after menarche and the mean age of the occurrence of this phenomenon. The groups of lower familiar income are composed of girls after menarche, and showing higher levels of fat. On the contrary, when familiar income is higher the authors have found girls before menarche with higher levels of fat.
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INTRODUCTION

During life, since birth, the individual experiences several changing periods, and the puberty – transition period between infancy and adulthood – is characterized by several metabolic processes that make the young individual biologically able to the adult life. The word maturation has many conceptions; in the biological field it means reaching the maturity, passing through the maximal development peak. The maturation, according to Le Boulch¹, consists of the functioning of all systems of the organism, so far existing at potential level, granting to each one its established genetic individuality.

The maturation process may occur regardless the external influences, although only a few cases of strictly pure maturation are reported, once each being genetically and chemically established, may act and react to any internal and external stimulus, being this way the fastest way for the individual to adapt himself². Actually, the environmental effects interact with the maturational process and although the maturation process establishes increases on the quality functional and structural complexity (adaptive capacity), this interaction model adjusts the context regarding the own system. However, along his development, the individual loses this capacity.

Thus, although facing a quite large variety of definitions, maturation is a qualitative phenomenon, subjected to the heredity control, causing a complex integration of biological modifications and the acquired social interactions, this way establishing the development.

The daily physical activity has decreased worldwide. This reality resulted in alteration of the populations’ health standards. In the United States³, the inactivity, in addition to other risk factors, has exponentially increased fatness not only among adults, but also among children. The increase on the children fatness⁴ is already an endemic problem that may be solved through the increase on the spare time of young children and their leisure spontaneous activities. It is within this context and based on the developed principles that we find interesting studying the morphology of children who perform the samba dance in their spare times.

Etymologically, growing up means the increase on the body size, the progressive increase of the organism and its
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The human growth has been a target of constant studies. The word growth is usually used indistinctly regarding development and maturation. Despite being related to the biological maturation process, it is not exactly the same thing.

The variables that affect the physical growth, according to Tanner, are nine: the genetic conditioners, the nutrition effects, the ethnical differences, the climatic and seasonal effects, the disease effects, the psychosocial pressure, the urbanization, the family size, the socioeconomic status and the secular tendency. The child is possible of suffering several external aggressions during growth, which generate body adaptations that may result in growth delay and smaller body size. The socioeconomic factors may also influence the growth, and the family size, the country’s culture, the personal hygiene, the residence conditions and the per capita income are elements that possibly interact on the nutrition and health conditions of a given child.

The establishment of the biological maturity has been studied on several researches. According to Claessens, four biological systems have been and still are used to evaluate the biological maturity: sexual maturation, dental maturation, morphological maturation and osseous maturation.

According to Beunen, the age in which the growth maximal velocity occurs – growth long stretch – is also a good morphological maturation indicative.

The evaluation principle of the dental maturation consists of the eruption or not of each tooth as maturation measuring, which may change regarding the sex. The dental maturation has been estimated using as parameter the age in which the eruption of the temporary and permanent teeth occurs or using the number of teeth present at a given age, although some external factors might influence the dental eruption. The maturation precocious appearance and the acceleration of the dental development are due to alimentary alterations, above all. Currently, the techniques used for the dental maturation assessment are based on the proposal of Demirjian, where radiographic resources are used in order to obtain information regarding teeth ossification levels before their eruption similarly to procedures employed on the skeletal maturation.

The osseous or skeletal maturation is the most usual biological maturation indicative. According to Tanner, it is widely recognized as the best biological maturation isolated indicative.

Probably, the information regarding the assessment of the skeletal maturation are the most indicated for the study of the biological maturation of children and teenagers, once it may be applied as an evaluative procedure since birth until 17-18 years of age. The osseous development always follows the same maturational order; its ossification occurs at proximal-distal way and does not change for diseased children or poorly nourished, or even by ethnic reasons, therefore, being of universal validity.

The wrist and hand radiographies are frequently used. The ossification quantity and level of the osseous centers are observed, as well as the number of epiphysary fusions. The skeletal and biological ages are coincident, on average, but any child may be normal, advanced or delayed in terms of skeletal maturation if we consider the reference chronological age. However, this technique is considered expensive and exposes children to radiation, even in small quantity. A study performed by Beunen puts the cost question. 14,259 boys from 12 to 17 years of age were evaluated, all submitted to biological maturity evaluation through osseous maturity. It is clear that such reality is far away from ours, but it makes us think if actually the costs involved are reason enough for this methodology to be rarely employed.

On the morphological maturity evaluation, we used the age relative to a given tallness – the average age in which a given tallness is reached by a given population, according to Claessens is an inadequate indicative of biological maturation. The morphological age may equally be calculated from the percentage of adult tallness reached in a given age. Some techniques have been developed using as predictors the current tallness, the chronological age and in some techniques, the tallness of parents and/or the age of menarche for girls. Another proposal recently presented by Beunen suggests the use of sitting tallness, the chronological age and two cutaneous folds as predictors for boys between 12 and 15 years of age. According to Claessens, this technique has accuracy similar to the method of Tanner-Whitehouse 2 (TW2).

The sexual maturation is indicated by physical and biological changes during puberty. The word puberty regards the development period of the secondary sexual characteristics. Changes externally observable, such as the appearance of hair on pubic region and on breast for girls and the increase on the penis and testicles size for boys, are considered as a mark of the beginning of puberty, once the internal changes, such as the increase on the hormonal rate and the progressive increase on the ovary size for girls and the increase on the testicular cells for boys are difficult to be evaluated.

The development of the reproductive system is a visible mark of the several transformations experienced during adolescence. Such changes are related to the anatomical, endocrinial and psychosocial alterations one individual passes through, which are followed by the adolescence long stretch. Biologically, the growth outbreak begins before the sexual development that indicates the beginning
of puberty, being this period characterized by the complete formation of testicles, prostate, ovaries and uterus. Furthermore, at this phase, there is an increase on the hormone production that causes remarkable external transformations, such as the girls’ breast development, the appearance of pubic hair, changes on body proportions among others.

According to Oliveira Júnior\textsuperscript{19}, although poor on categories discrimination, the analysis of the presence or absence as well as the characteristics of the axillary hair may be a good method for establishing the biological maturaton, once the axillary hair generally appears for the first time about two years after the appearance of the pubic hair, although perfectly normal individual variations may occur on the sequence of physical and sexual transformations in adolescents, once each individual has a personal internal development rhythm. The items related below are typical from the sequence of events that lead to sexual and physiological maturity on girls:

“The growth long stretch starts; the pubic hair, as colorless fuzz appears; the breast elevation starts (the so called bud phase) and hips rounding, the axillary fuzz appears; the uterus and the vagina as well as the lips and clitoris increase in size; the pubic hair quickly grows and become slightly pigmented; the breast are more developed, the breast nipple pigmentation appears and the areola increases in size; the axillary hair become slightly pigmented; the growth long stretch rate reaches peak and declines afterwards; the menarche occurs (beginning of menstruation); the pubic hair development becomes complete followed by breast mature development and the finish of the axillary hair development; the “adolescent sterility” period ends and the girl becomes capable of becoming pregnant (until approximately one year after the menarche)\textsuperscript{20,21}.”

The menarche appearance characterizes the uterus complete formation, however, the full reproductive function will only be reached approximately one year after this event, when the menstrual cycle and the ovules production show higher regularity\textsuperscript{20}.

Most available protocols for the sexual maturation estimative are based on secondary sexual characteristics; however, it is already known the existence of individual differences on the appearance of secondary sexual characteristics in relation to maturated boys and girls, advanced or delayed.

The evaluation of the secondary sexual characteristics is characterized by being exclusively limited to the adolescence period, becoming a poorly sensible resource regarding the maturational alterations during infancy. This evaluation is based on the following observations: voice change, genital development, breast development, menarcheal age and axillary and pubic hair. The menarcheal age, defined as the age in which the first menstrual cycle occurs, is frequently used as indicative of female sexual maturation. Some maturational evaluation techniques tend to the interdependence of the biological maturation protocols; in other words, some of them are related to each other, while others are not.

The researchers analyses indicate the fact that girls, in general, maturate earlier, with their growth velocity peak around the 12 years of age, while for boys, this peak is around the 14 years of age, on average, and there is possibly a difference of up to 6 years between the same maturation event of an advanced girl and a delayed boy with the same chronological age. In order to establish the sexual maturation of girls, the development of breast and pubic hair is observed, according to protocols established by Tanner\textsuperscript{6}. The pubic hair classification changes from I (preadolescence stage) to V (adult-type stage), and five breast development classification stages are also used.

The hairiness test is a technique that analyses the axillary hair evolution and because of its facility and less invasive utilization, it constitutes a powerful approach on the sexual maturation evaluation, especially for boys\textsuperscript{25}. The menarche is also related to the period of maximal growth peak and to the mammmary development stages. According to Marshall & Tanner, mentioned by França & Matsudo\textsuperscript{22}, from 30 to 40% of girls reach the maximal growth peak on stage II of breast development, 50 to 60% on stage III and only 10% on stage IV, and the menarche of a given girl rarely occurs before she has passed through her growth maximal peak.

On the other hand, Stukovsky \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{23} and Picanço\textsuperscript{24} emphasize the strong influence of environmental and socioeconomic factors on the age of the menarche appearance and conclude that geographic and social factors act especially through the child’s nutritional level. The authors consider the number of brothers on the family as one of the socioeconomic factors that contributes to the menarche delay.

Other authors such as Malina\textsuperscript{25}, have also reported that girls born and grown under better socioeconomic circumstances show higher tallness along their ages and maturate earlier than girls educated under worse circumstances. Santos\textsuperscript{26} has studied the differences in maturation percentage on boys from region with different socioeconomic levels in Brazil and concluded that boys who belong to a lower socioeconomic level also show lower maturation percentage and lower growth velocity at the same age of those who belong to higher socioeconomic level.

Guedes & Guedes\textsuperscript{27} has analyzed the influence of ethnic aspects and of the different socioeconomic level of...
school boys and girls from Londrina, PR. The authors verified the relevant influence of the higher socioeconomic level on the menarcheal age precocity.

Comparing ethnical aspects (yellow, white and black), they observed that black girls maturate latter than non-black girls.

França & Matsudo has investigated the fatness in girls and their sexual maturation. The authors have verified increase on the skin fatness between pre-menarcheal and menarcheal phases, of about 10.2%; and from menarcheal to post-menarcheal, of about 20.8%. Therefore, it seems that there is a direct relationship between sexual maturation and fatness increase on girls.

Thus, we have defined as objective of the present study, the assessment of young samba dancers biological maturation process and its relationship with socioeconomic status, growth and body composition.

**METHODOLOGY**

The sample is composed of 118 female individuals attending the samba school of Beija-Flor of Nilópolis – Rio de Janeiro, from 9.0 to 16.0 years of age, who have been invited to participate on the research. A explanation and approval form has been filled by their parents, according to the resolution # 196/96 from the Health National Council regarding researches involving human beings. The following inclusion factors were adopted: a) to have participated since the beginning of rehearsals, with minimum frequency of three rehearsals per week; b) to have shown assiduity on rehearsals above 90%; c) to have as limiting age between 9 and 16 years at the observation date; d) if younger than 13 years of age, to be followed by a responsible adult during measurements performance, with the purpose of aiding the interviewed to answer to the questionnaire; and e) to have returned the explanation and approval form filled and signed by parents or responsible adult.

For the establishment of the maturational stage, three measurements were performed: axillary hairiness, menarcheal age and secondary sexual characteristics development, according to method published by Tanner.

On the evaluation of the axillary hairiness, the axillary region was observed free of clothing with arm raised, where the environment luminosity was observed. The axillary hair evaluation was performed as follows: level I – “Absence”, with no axillary hair at all; level II – “Partial presence”, when axillary hair is characterized by: a) low number, b) softer, c) opaque, d) thin and e) light; level III – “Total presence”, when axillary hair is characterized by: a) large number, b) curlier, c) shiny, d) thick and e) dark.

The establishment of the menarcheal age was obtained through retrospective method and status quo, applied through questionnaire. With the purpose of increasing the accuracy of information about menarche date and occurrence, questions with the purpose of delimitating temporarily the phenomenon occurrence were yet presented.

The self-evaluation of the secondary sexual characteristics was based on the development of breast and pubic hair. The pubic hair classification changes from I (preadolescent stage – P1) to V (adult-type stage – P5), and five breast development classification stages are also used (M1-M5).

The information regarding maturation from the socioeconomic point of view were obtained through an individualized mixed questionnaire.

A pre-test applied with the questionnaire, described by Oliveira Júnior, showed a return rate of only 39.29%, considering the total number of questionnaires taken home to be filled with their parents. This return percentage would be harmful for the study, so we felt the necessity of requesting the presence of parents of children younger than 13 years of age.

The objective of the questionnaire was, in its first part, to know the socioeconomic conditions of the studied population, considering the familiar income, the comfort level and the children’s educational level, described on study performed by Oliveira Júnior (1996) and adapted to the Brazilian Economical Classification protocols, according to studies from ABA and ANEP, in agreement with the ABIMEP in 1997; the second part, to obtain information regarding the sexual maturation.

The following anthropometrical measurements were performed: total body mass, through a Filizola® anthropometrical pair of scales, gauged each ten measurements, with the young girls barefooted, wearing bikini or shorts and top, and the measurements were observed with accuracy of 100 grams; the tallness measurement was obtained through movable anthropometer; and skin folds (axillary, subcapular, tricipital, supra-iliac and leg medial) were measured with the Lange® compass. All measurements were performed through an experient researcher (ISAK 3), according to norms described by Norton et al. (1996) and adapted to the establishment of the body composition, the predictive equation of Slaughter et al. was applied.

**RESULTS**

We have verified that 64% of sampled adolescents were after menarche, and the mean age of menarche occurrence was 12.19 (± 1.51) years of age. The young samba dancers with more precocious maturation, maturate near to 8.9 years of age, while girls with delayed maturation, near to 16 years of age. We could also observe that the average and the median (12.14 years of age) showed values quite close to...
each other, what indeed corroborates the average representativeness.

Although the average age ranges from 12 to 19 years, until 9 years of age, no girls were with menarche yet and only about 30% of girls already were with menarche at 11 years of age. However, at 12-13 years of age, the percentage increases to about 80%, reaching 100% at 14 years of age.

The data regarding the occurrence provided us two types of results. Through the retrospective method, the menarcheal average age was obtained, considering the minimal and maximal ages of occurrence, respectively 8.90 and 16.00 years of age. The data regarding the menarche occurrence or not, obtained through the status quo methodology, no girls under 10 years of age with menarche were found as well as no girls above 14 years of age without menarche were found.

Analyzing the sexual maturation evaluated from the existence and characteristics of the axillary hair, we have observed that about half of the girls (44%) were found at level III of axillary hairiness, 31% at level II and 25% at level I. From the age of 13 years, only 5 girls were found below level III.

The axillary hairiness distributed by age is shown on figure 1, where it is noticed that at 9 years of age, 100% of young samba dancers belong to level I, and that, at ages ranging from 11.0 and 12.0 years, there were girls belonging to the three axillary hairiness levels. From the age of 13 years, the young samba dancers were found at levels II and III with progressive decrease on the number of cases of girls at level II.

The sexual maturation evaluation provides us a result similar to the result obtained through the maturity evaluation through the axillary hairiness observation. However, it is possible verifying an increase on the sample variability (figure 2), in such way that, between 10 and 14 years of age, the studied young samba dancers are found at three different maturation levels. It is worthy mentioning that the stage II is no longer observed at 14 years of age and that 70% of sample is found at level IV of maturation from the age of 15 years.

When the influence of the socioeconomic condition is observed, in function of the minimum wage, on the menarche (figures 3 and 4), we verify that the percentage of girls that reach the menarche, when grouped by number of minimum wages, changes between 60 and 70%, however, when this same variable is analyzed in function of the social class, the percentage of young samba dancers already with menarche starts to change between 50 and 100%.

Although the percentage results obtained when the monthly income is used are different from those found when social classes are used, the fact is that when we distribute individuals from sample by social level, after and before menarche, the difference between the ages when menarche occurred among different socioeconomic level groups becomes even clearer.

When data regarding the age when menarche occurred, according to income (table 1) are observed, we verify that between 2 and 6 minimum wages, no significant differences between averages of the ages when menarche occurred are found.

Following, we present the relation between the percentage of fat mass and the mass free of fat on young samba dancers, after and before menarche as well as the familiar income level. The figure 5 shows us that on groups with lower incomes, the girls after menarche present higher fat levels. Otherwise, when the familiar income is higher, the girls before menarche are the ones showing higher fat levels.

The mass free of fat is similar among all studied groups, after menarche. Before menarche, it is verified that the
groups with higher familiar income show higher levels of mass free of fat.

DISCUSSION

The average age when menarche occurred of 12.19 (± 1.51) years is a value quite close to values found for European countries in general, even though we are considering a group with special social characteristics. When the average age when menarche occurred (12.19 years) from the present study to others shown by literature, we verify that there are differences between young samba dancers and data presented by Petroski et al. We also conclude that between samples taken for comparison purposes, this one is shown among samples with the lowest age when menarche occurred, what possibly may be related to the high total body mass and to the high fat mass/age those girls show.

When we relate the analyses of the growth and the sexual maturation to socioeconomic characteristics, we come to elucidating data regarding the studied population.

Data from literature show that girls from high socioeconomic standard families reach menarche before girls from low socioeconomic standard families.

The average menarcheal age found in this study is not in agreement with reports from Guedes & Guedes and Malina et al., who affirm that girls educated in more favored socioeconomic environments maturate earlier than girls educated in less favored socioeconomic environments. However, when we evaluate the figure 5 and observe the distribution of young samba dancers with and without menarche regarding the number of minimum wages of the family they belong to, we verify that the percentage of girls with menarche increase with the increase of the familiar income, however, since those results are dependent on age and we have verified that only above 16 years of age the familiar income is higher, we should be careful about the conclusions.

From results here presented, it seems that the socioeconomic level and familiar income do not interfere both the number of the girls with menarche and the average age of the occurrence of this phenomenon.
CONCLUSION

Within limits imposed by the observed sample, we could conclude that the average age when menarche happens in young samba dancers is 12.19 (± 1.51) years. Among samples taken for comparison purpose, this one is shown among samples with the lowest average menarche age, not comparing to literature, what suggests that the sample assemblies not identified specific characteristics, which influence the results observed.

The increase on the percentage of girls after menarche as the familiar income increased is dependent on age, and once we have verified that only above 16 years of age the familiar income is higher, we should be careful about the conclusions on these data.

It seems that the socioeconomic level and familiar income do not to interfere both the number of the girls after menarche and the average age of the occurrence of this phenomenon.

We have also concluded that on groups with lower familiar incomes, the girls after menarche present higher fat levels than girls before menarche. Otherwise, when the familiar income is higher, the girls before menarche are the ones showing higher fat levels.

The mass free of fat is similar among all studied groups, since the girls are after menarche, regardless the socioeconomic classification, what makes us believe that it did not influence the development of the mass free of fat of this sample.

Based on the information from this study, we understand to be of great importance further studies about what is the influence of the socioeconomic context on the biological maturity and body composition of teenage girls.
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